Abstract
Introduction
Generic implementation is well understood as a compiler-building technique, being primarily seen as a costeffective method of implementation. Its application to other components of software engineering environments (SEE) has additional benefits but also presents new challenges.
In the simplest programming environment, the compiler is the only tool with built-in knowledge of the programming language. More sophisticated environments distribute language awareness across many tools and require similar tool functions for different languages. Consistency of language definition across tools, consistency of tool behaviour across languages, and minimising tool construction costs are all goals to which generic implementation contributes.
Generic implementation of any tool assumes a description language for describing all necessary characteristics of the document language involved and of the tool functionality required. For compilers the characteristics to be described are the lexical, syntax and semantic rules of the language, and the instruction set of the target machine. For other tools, other characteristics are relevant and must be provided for. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the innovative features of the environment description language (EDL) for the generic document environment UQ . A more comprehensive definition of the EDL is available [17] .
UQ is an experimental environment supporting the presentation, editing and processing, via textual and diagrammatic interfaces, of multiple documents in multiple languages with syntactic and relational structure. Presentation and editing are enabled by a generic text and diagram editor, while other processing is enabled by integration of appropriate tools via a loosely-coupled interface.
To build a UQ document environment for a particular application, the builder needs to instantiate the document types needed in the environment and the behaviour of tools operating on these document types. Instantiating a UQ environment includes defining:
• the languages in which documents are expressed,
• the relations that can exist within and between components of documents, • the views that tools, including the generic text and diagrammatic editor, have of the documents concerned, • the frames used to describe the content and presentation of different displayable units of a document as well as navigations allowable between these. In the following sections, we illustrate the innovative aspects using two examples-a simple textual programming language and a data-flow diagram hierarchy. The potential relationship between these two in an overall software development also serves to illustrate the definition and use of UQ 's inter-document relations.
Defining a Textual Language
In the UQ environment, a language's syntax is defined by an overloaded EBNF syntax. In UQ languages are either textual or diagrammatic or some combination of the two. Definition of textual languages in UQ involves only minor innovation on established description techniques. Here we summarise and illustrate how this is done, as a precursor to the more interesting problems of defining relations and diagrammatic languages.
Distinguishing features of UQ 's syntax descriptions are • a section structure for organising the overall definition into logical components and for distributing attributes over multiple definitions, • use of a common EBNF notation for sublexical, lexical and syntax definitions, and • use of redundant, anywhere and wild attributes to capture whitespace and comment conventions. Excerpts from the EBNF definition of a minimal Pascal-like language, PL0, are shown below. It is used to explain the significant features of such definitions for textual languages. A non-terminal with the attribute anywhere defines a construct that can be input anywhere that it is not otherwise permitted by the 'normal' syntax rules (except within lexical constructs). Non-terminals with the attribute redundant are similar, except that the resulting construct is not displayed. A non-terminal with the attribute wild defines a construct that can either take the form given, or be any symbol not otherwise permitted, except those excluded by an associated exclusion rule.
Including the alternative Comment in the rule for CommentContents ensures that nested comments are correctly handled. Including the whitespace characters (spaces, tabs and newlines) as explicit alternatives ensures that the redundant rule does not hide whitespace within comments.
Written in this form, the PL0 syntax may be seen as a relatively concrete syntax, spelling out the syntactic sugar of the language that is necessary for general readability. In general, however, the language definer in a UQ environment determines the degree of concreteness to be used in the basic language syntax. View syntaxes, described in Section 5, inherit information from the language syntax, but concrete detail can be either added or removed in them.
Relations
The language definition facilities presented in Section 2 allow the description of the syntactic structure of documents (as syntax trees) but not the relations, the essentially unordered graph-like structures that exist within and between documents. Defining relational structure can be achieved in a consistent way by including syntactic non-terminals as the element types between which relations are defined.
In a UQ environment, there are three distinguishable sources of relational information:
User-determined: Users can define a relation between document segments. An example, discussed below, is a relation between a section of code and its description in a corresponding specification document.
Tool-determined: Analytic tools can calculate relations.
An example is a declaration-use relation between each declaration of an identifier in a software document and all uses of that identifier, as calculated by a semantic analyser for the language.
Derived: A relation can be defined in terms of other relations. Derived relations are calculated dynamically.
The distinction between the first two categories is primarily conceptual, with little significance for their definition in the EDL or their representation in the UQ environment. Indeed, some relations may be either user-determined or tool-determined depending on the viewpoint taken. Discussion of derived relations is deferred to Section 6.
The PL0 syntax outlined earlier describes all defining and applied occurrences of identifiers by the non-terminals DeclIdent and UseIdent, respectively. In this context, a definition-use relation between the defining and applied occurrences of PL0 identifiers can be defined as follows:
This is a typical tool-determined relation that would normally be constructed by a PL0 compiler or static semantic analysis tool. UQ relations are not limited to binary relations, and elements of their tuples can be values other than 0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEEreferences to document components, such as strings or values of other types. With this capacity, relations can be used to model any semantic information and hence to support a variety of semantic analyses.
As defined above, the relation PL0 DeclUse is specific to the language PL0. In general, relation-element definitions specify both the languages and constructs concerned, for example PL0.DeclIdent.
Relational structures may exist between documents that are both syntactically disjoint and dissimilar. A procedure in a PL0 document may be related to a corresponding component in a design document (say, a DFD process bubble), as the implementation of the latter:
relation ImplementedBy(DFD.process,PL0.ProcDecl).
In this case, the relationship may be a formal one inherent in the development methodology, and generated by a CASE tool. Alternatively, the relation might be a purely informal one, introduced by the user for traceability purposes between any types of software documents. A flexible definition of such a user-determined traceability relation, ImplementedBy, might be as follows:
relation ImplementedBy(parsetree, parsetree) .
The symbol parsetree is a predefined symbol that denotes any construct type in any language. Defined in this way, the relations are unconstrained and can apply to any constructs (or parsetrees) within any document. With this relation, the user can add or delete tuples connecting corresponding points (using a simple 'point-and-click' protocol provided by editors for the documents concerned) in a specification document and a design document, or in a design document and a code document, as appropriate. Navigation via the links so created then becomes a significant aid to the traceability of the overall development concerned.
Where relations span multiple document types, their definition cannot be regarded as part of any document or language definition. Instead, relation definitions are grouped in relation collections. Thus the relation definitions necessary to describe the traceability relations described above are:
relations Traceability .
relation DeclUse(parsetree, parsetree) . relation ImplementedBy(parsetree, parsetree) .
As an alternative, relations that span only one document can be defined as local relations within the language definition itself, as illustrated in the following section on diagrammatic documents.
Diagrams
Generic implementation of tools for diagrammatic documents is less mature than for textual documents. Most software diagrams can be viewed as graphs, that is, sets of nodes and edges, or hyper-graphs (where nodes contain further graphs) with specific conventions for drawing and 'decorating' the nodes and edges concerned. Graph grammars are one formalism that can be used to enable generic tool production, however UQ uses the alternative of syntaxtrees plus relations to achieve an equivalent result. Jones [6] describes the logical structure and node content of dataflow diagrams (DFDs) using EBNF-like rules. Below we present an outline of his syntactic structures for DFDs using our structured EBNF notation. The overall model consists of a DFD diagram hierarchy and a (textual) data dictionary. The topmost level of the DFD hierarchy is the context diagram. The single process in the context diagram is the root of a hierarchy of process diagrams, whose leaves are (textual) process specifications. A p spec body is a textual process specification, embedded in an otherwise diagrammatic structure. Likewise the datadictionary is a simple textual structure, a sequence of data dictionary entries. These textual components, with the labels occurring in DFD hierarchy, process and data store, make the overall DFD model a hybrid document structure.
The syntactic description captures the diagram hierarchy and the node content of all diagrams in a DFD model. However, DFDs cannot be completely described using this syntax. A DFD is more usually viewed as a relational structure in which data-flows (represented as labelled directed edges) relate terminators, processes and data stores to one another. In UQ this is expressed as the local relation data flow. Each tuple in this relation corresponds to a data-flow edge.
Each data-flow has a textual description in a data dictionary. The most flexible model for this situation incorporates a data-flow-label as a component of the data flow 0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEErelation-the +new implies that a new label is created when a tuple is created. Another relation, described by, maps the data-flow-label to the data dictionary entry.
The effect of defining data flow and described by as local relations within the DFD language is to create a separate relation D.data flow and D.described by for each document D of type DFD that is created. Tuple elements in these relations are constrained to span only the document D.
View Definition
Before considering how the structures defined in the preceding section can be created, presented and manipulated, it is useful to introduce the overall architecture of the UQ environment, as shown in Figure 1 . The central document server is responsible for holding the syntactic and relational structures under manipulation, and for ensuring their persistent storage as appropriate. The syntactic and relational definitions discussed in the preceding sections are the basis for determining these structures, and must include everything that the document server needs to capture a persistent representation of the document concerned. This means that the syntax definitions must cover the nature and embedding of comment structure within programs, something not normally part of the abstract syntax.
This document server makes the structures accessible to a set of tools of various kinds. Each tool has a specific function. When two or more tools operate on the same document, they may have different representation needs. In general, a tool does not need access to all the structures defined in the document server, but for those structures that it manipulates, it has a view of that structure that may differ from (that is, have more or less information content than) that defined for the document server itself ( Figure 2 ). Views are a means of defining transformations of representations for specific tool needs.
In relational database technology a view is a virtual table, that is, a table that does not exist in physical storage but appears to exist to a user. According to Date [2] , views can be considered as different ways of looking at the real tables in a database. Views are dynamic windows into a database allowing different users to view the same data in different
Figure 2. Tool views of documents
ways. In an analogous way, a view of a document is the representation of that document as seen by a tool. However, unlike the database situation (where many-to-many relationships are allowed between views and users) each tool uses only one view, but one view can be used by many tools.
View descriptions may • omit specific symbols or subtrees,
• squash intermediate syntactic structure and • augment or reduce constructs by rewriting syntax rules. For tools that change documents, the view transformation must be reversible. For tools that do not change documents, the view transformation may be irreversible.
In Section 2 a relatively concrete syntax, that included the syntactic sugar for user readability, was presented for the language syntax for PL0. By contrast, the view required by, for example, a static semantic analyser is a very abstract syntax that omits all comments and most fixed-spelling lexical symbols. The operators in expressions, however, must be retained as type checking of operands depends on the operator concerned. Some grouping non-terminals serve no purpose in semantic analysis and may be squashed, that is, replaced by their children, in the analysis view. The view PL0.AST achieves this purpose:
view AST of PL0 . omit Comment, <".*"> . unomit "=" , "<>" , "<=" , "<" , ">" , ">=" , "+" , "-" , "not" , "or" , "*" , "/" , "div" , "mod" , "and" . squash Variables, Statements .
Views have an identifier that must be unique across all views of the root language. The expression <...> is a regular expression that matches grammar symbols. The expression <".*"> matches and hence omits all fixed-spelling lexical symbols, such as "begin", "=". It does not, however, omit variable-spelling lexicals such as identifiers and literals that are denoted in the syntax rules as lexical identifiers, and defined by lexical rules. The unomit clause overrides the effect of this blanket omission of fixed spelling lexicals to retain those specifically used to denote expression oper-0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEEators. The view inherits all information from the language syntax that is not otherwise redefined.
Views can also be derived from other views, rather than the language syntax, as in PL0.Modules: view Modules of PL0.AST . omit number, <".*"> . squash <.*> . unsquash Program, ProcDecl, Block .
This view, which further abstracts the PL0.AST view, would support a derived relation that enabled a call graph to be built by retaining only the non-terminals Program, ProcDecl and Block and only identifiers as lexicals. Such highly abstract views can play a significant role in supporting specific tools, and in the definition of derived relations as illustrated in Section 6.
Derived Relations
The relations defined in Section 3 are persistent, like the documents they span. Once created, these relations remain accessible until explicitly updated or deleted. Transient relations, derivable from such relations and the inherent structure of the documents concerned, are useful in defining specific services that the user requires.
In the UQ environment, the definition of derived relations is supported by:
• incorporating a Prolog-like language for formulation of relational expressions, and • providing standard relations that give access to the syntactic structure of the document views concerned. Modelling a call-graph requires a relation, PL0 Calls, that relates constructs representing program modules in relevant documents to the modules they call. The call-graph implied by this relation could be displayed to the user, either by a special-purpose tool or via the diagrammatic facilities of the UQ generic editor.
To define the relation PL0 Calls, a convenient starting point is the highly abstract view of PL0 documents (PL0.Modules) that was defined in Section 5. This view retains only the non-terminals Program, ProcDecl and Block and only identifiers as lexicals. All tree traversal operations used within the relation are executed with respect to the PL0.Modules view of PL0 documents. The system relations langName and productionName are used to establish local variables denoting the view and non-terminal production rule of interest.
The navigation relations traverseParseTree, parseTreeRule, parseTreeFirstChild and parseTreeParent enable the call-related modules to be identified as follows:
• constructs within the document with rule ProcDecl are the callable modules (procedures) of interest, • the first child of each of these is the procedure identifier, and all identifiers related to this identifier by the PL0 DeclUse relation denote calls to the procedure concerned, and • the construct enclosing the block that encloses these calling identifiers is the calling module (procedure or program) concerned. A derived relation defined in this way can be used but not updated by tools. Unlike the relations defined in Section 3, the complete value of the relation at any time is not stored in the environment. Tuples in the relation are evaluated on request by the environment's Prolog-like capability.
Frames, Presentations and Navigations
Generic implementation of tools that present documents on-screen, for example editors, requires a description of how a document in a given language should be presented. This description must define the overall units of presentation (or viewable 'contexts'), the overall layout or formatting to be used for each context, and the presentation requirements for specific document elements. The UQ editor allows both structural navigation (zooming in and out of nested contexts, panning between sibling contexts) and relational navigation. Definitions controlling such navigations are sometimes required.
Frame definitions describe how tools present documents to users and what user interactions (e.g. navigation) are permitted by the resulting presentations. Frames display either textual or diagrammatic components of a language. Thus, there are two types of frame: text or diagram. Frames may contain other frames so there are primary frames that describe the nature of viewable contexts, and contained frames that describe the nature of viewable units (which may or may not also be viewable contexts) that are to be presented within other viewable units.
Each frame description is given in terms of the nonterminal describing the viewable units or contexts to which it applies. For each language there must be at least one frame defined in terms of the start non-terminal from which all valid document structures must derive. Primary frames may specify a title that replaces the default title in the window in which it is contained. Both text and diagram frames allow the definition of default geometry for the window in which the unit is to be displayed. Text frames define any elision applying to the display of nested contexts. Diagram frames 0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c)
Presentation definitions describe the presentation of individual language elements. For textual documents, the default presentation of each lexical symbol is the spelling given to it in a concrete syntax, using some standard font. Variation from this may be allowed for some textual languages, by defining presentation attributes for individual language symbols. Such a definition may change the display spelling, font and/or background colour for the symbol concerned. Presenting individual elements is more complex with diagrams than with text. Unlike textual elements, where presentation descriptions are optional and if present merely override the default presentation, diagram presentations are required for every type of node and edge.
Navigation definitions describe possible (and forbidden) navigations between frames. Typical navigation operations are zooming (from parent to child contexts and vice versa) and panning (between sibling contexts). Many navigations are implicitly allowed due to a language's grammar. However, an environment builder may wish to hide certain navigations so these need to be explicitly disallowed. Where a single navigation operation (such as zoom out) from a source frame may lead to a viewable context with alternative target frames then such navigations need definition.
Displaying Textual Documents
For textual documents, a primary display requirement is to define the layout or formatting conventions that apply. In UQ , syntax-directed formatting of textual documents is achieved by interleaving format symbols in the concrete syntax view used by the presenting tool. Formatting information interpolated in the language rules follows the conventions for adaptive format specification introduced by Rose and Welsh [15] . The symbol denotes a mandatory blank or whitespace, while the symbols i and r denote mandatory line folds with and without indentation respectively. The non-terminal structure defines the margins to which each fold relates. These margins are set and reset automatically. The constructs [r] , [i], ( |r), and ( |i) denote fold options to be exercised as the extent of constructs require. When available, fold options at higher syntactic levels take precedence over those at lower levels. Fold options defined within the same non-terminal are exercised either individually as required or together (if linked). The following shows the introduction of these fold options in a view PL0.Formatted derived from the base syntax for PL0: As before, productions requiring no formatting information are inherited from the base language unchanged. The default presentation of each PL0 lexical symbol is the spelling given to it in the concrete syntax, using some standard font. In practice, variations on this may be required for some languages, or by user preference.
In general, presentation descriptions may alter the spelling, font, background and foreground colours of textual symbols or constructs. Inclusion of the following presentation description would alter the font and background colour of each entire comment in a displayed PL0 document. present PL0.Comment as { font: "helvetica-oblique" . background: "blue" . } Defining formats and presentations in a view means they are 'inherited' or shared by other views derived from that view, but they may also be overridden by definitions in the derived view. The formats and presentations used by an editor or display tool are those applying in the final view, although these can be overridden in specific circumstances.
The primary role of a final view is to define the viewable presentation units within a document. In general, a document may be presented as either a single (scrollable) unit or as a hierarchy of separately viewable units or contexts. These presentation units in UQ are identified by the definition of corresponding primary frames.
Since document display requires at least one frame be defined in terms of the language's start non-terminal, the simplest final view for a PL0 document might be as follows: In this case the PL0 document would be displayed as a single (scrollable) unit within a window of the specified geometry. The geometry specifies the width and height of the displayed frame (but not the default placement on the screen which would be indicated by two more number strings) and the title-bar is the string PL0: Entire Program. This view is a final view since it includes a frame, and cannot be used to derive other views. All frames have frame identifiers, in this case Default. A final view can also provide primary frame definitions for constructs other than the document root, making them separately viewable contexts, or provide alternative primary frames for the same construct, giving the user alternative ways to look at the same unit.
Consider the following final view for PL0 documents: In this view, the primary frame Default provides the same presentation as before, but now has a menu label for user selection if required.
The primary frame Prog With Ctxts provides an alternative presentation for the overall program, with detail suppression in nested contexts. The presence of the primary frame definition Proc With Ctxts for ProcDecls means that the user can view each procedure declaration as a separately viewable context, by for example zooming in from a program presentation. The elide clause in each of these frames controls the presentation of separately viewable contexts visible within them (in this case the nested ProcDecl) such that the Block that forms the body of each nested procedure declaration is displayed simply as the elision symbol '...'. The menu labels associated with the alternative primary frames for Program enable the user to switch between the presentations they define as required.
The Proc With Ctxts primary frame thus defines a hierarchy of procedure presentations which the user can traverse by zooming in and zooming out. On zooming out from a procedure at the outermost level, the user could in principle see either the scrollable or elided presentation of the main program. To avoid requiring the user to choose explicitly between these each time, a navigation definition can be used to determine which the system should choose, as described in Section 7.3.
Displaying Diagrammatic Documents
Display of diagrammatic documents differs from that of text documents in a number of ways:
1. The content of each diagram presentation (the nodes and edges) is not implicitly determined by the corresponding structure of the document itself.
2. Layout is normally determined by applying an appropriate layout algorithm to the overall set of nodes and edges making up a diagram, rather than associating any format conventions with the syntactic structure that groups them in the document.
No default presentation for individual nodes and edges
is implicit in the language definition.
Point 3 is taken care of by interposing a view that defines all necessary presentations for nodes and edges. Below is a partial view of DFD describing the presentations of the nodedefining productions Data Dict, process, p spec body and the edge-defining relation data flow.
For documents whose diagrammatic structure metamorphoses to textual presentation at the leaves, as in the case of process specifications in a DFD diagram hierarchy, the most effective way to handle the presentation of the textual leaves is to consider them as single-node diagrams with the textual content as the (virtual) 'textblock' node occupying the entire display window.
view Default_Presentations of DFD .
present Data_Dict as { graphic: polygon("100", "50", "Black", "1") . label: "Data Dictionary" . } present process as { graphic: circle("45", "Black", "1") . label: text(first_child(self)) . } present p_spec_body as { graphic: textblock . label: text(self) . } present data_flow as { graphic: line("none", "arrow", "Black", "1") . label: text(element ("2") ) . }
The graphic section describes a general graphic with various parameters. For example, a process element is described by a black circle of radius 45pt with brush width 1pt. Standard graphical elements including lines, polygons, and circles are available to an environment builder. The label section describes the label, if any, to be associated with the graphic concerned. In general, a label may be an explicit non-editable label, such as "Data Dictionary", or, where the keyword text is used, a contained text frame that presents a specific sub-tree component of the diagrammatic element. For example, the label of a process is given by the first child of the particular process's node in the AST. If this child does not exist, it is created. For a data-flow edge, however, the label text is extracted from the second element of the relation tuple concerned. For each contained text frame implied by a text description of this kind, the final view must include an appropriate contained text frame description, as illustrated below. Other section types are available to allow the description of more complex diagrams.
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includes frames for the overall model DFD Model, the context diagram DFD hierarchy and any process.
As an example, process decomposition diagrams may have process, data store and p spec body elements as nodes and data flow elements as edges. An elide clause is needed to prevent nested processes contributing to the nodes displayed. For each edge, the elements that represent from nodes, From, and to nodes, To, are identified to indicate how the end points of edges in the presentation relate to the underlying tuple of the particular relation concerned. Optional layout (using a spring algorithm) is desirable since the user may want to explicitly lay out nodes and a sensible frame title may be obtained by concatenation of the constant string "Process: " with the string formed from the sub-tree given by the process label.
primary diagram frame Process_Diag for process { nodes: process, data_store p_spec_body . edges: data_flow(From, _, To) . elide: process_body . layout: optional spring() . title: concat("Process: ", string(first_child(self))) . } As indicated above, the final view must also include a contained text frame for each node or edge label identified as text in the node and edge presentations. In general, contained frames define the way in which contained constructs are displayed within the view defined by a primary frame. The definition of the contained text frame for the label of a process is:
contained text frame Process_Label for process_label { (* empty since it is plain text *) } The definition of primary diagram frames for DFD model, DFD hierarchy and process allows the overall DFD model to be presented as a corresponding set of separately viewable diagrammatic units. The elision of detail achieved by the presentations used for nodes and edges with these units, as noted above, makes them a largely disjoint but hierarchically related set of presentations. The user may zoom in and out between these presentations as in the case of the nested textual contexts defined for PL0.
Navigation
Using state transition diagrams, Jones [6] modelled zooming, panning and relational intra-document navigation for DFDs. Our alternative syntax is textual in nature having a similar form to that used already for frames and presentations. In this section we consider hierarchic navigation, that is, zooming in and out between hierarchically nested viewable units and panning backwards and forwards between sibling viewable units, and relational navigation.
Navigation operations are associated with the frames from which they are invoked and syntactically they are defined within the corresponding frame descriptions. Note, however, that by default all hierarchic navigations are available in each primary frame. Explicit definition is necessary only when the the result of the navigation is otherwise ambiguous or the navigation is to be explicitly excluded.
In the final view FlatOrContexts for PL0 given in Section 7.1, alternative presentations were defined for PL0 programs. This creates an ambiguity when zooming out from the presentation of a procedure at the outermost level. The logical resolution in this case is to stay with the elided procedure style on zoom-out, leaving the user to switch explicitly to the scrollable flat presentation if required. All other navigations are amenable to default behaviour so only the Proc With Ctxts frame needs to be extended as follows:
primary text frame Proc_With_Ctxts for ProcDecl { menu_label: "Hide embedded contexts" . title: concat("PL0: Procedure ", string(first_child(self)), " -Using Contexts") . elide: Block . navigations:
navigation zoom_out { to: Program . uses: Prog_With_Ctxts . } } Each defined navigation has two clauses. The to clause identifies the language construct within the frame to which the user has chosen to navigate. The uses clause defines the primary frame used to present the navigation destination.
Since the final view for PL0 contains a primary text frame for ProcDecl, by default it is possible to zoom in on a procedure from the scrollable flat view of a PL0 program produced by frame Default, as well as from the nested context view produced by frame Prog With Ctxts. An environment designer might, however, consider this to be inconsistent with the intended user model, and exclude it by augmenting the Default frame as follows:
primary text frame Default for Program { geometry: "400", "200" . menu_label: "Show all contexts" . title: "PL0: Entire Program" . navigations: no navigation zoom_in . } As well as zooming and panning navigation, relational navigation must be supported. For such navigation the origin of the navigation, the relation to be used for the navigation, and the elements referenced by the tuple involved in the navigation need to be identified.
Visualisation
In Section 6 a derived relation PL0 Calls was defined for use in displaying the call-graph of a PL0 program. Display 0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEEof such a graph is an abstraction of an essentially textual document so it is appropriate for UQ to also provide presentation and manipulation facilities for such diagrammatic software documents. The visualisation is treated as an alternative presentation of Program by including a frame description for it: primary diagram frame Prog_Call_Gph for Program { nodes: Program, ProcDecl . edges: PL0_Calls(_, From, To) . layout: automatic layered() . menu_label: "Show Call Graph" . title: "PL0: Call Graph" . presentations: present Program as { graphic: polygon("100","150","Black","1"). label: "Main Program" . } present ProcDecl as { graphic: polygon("100","150","Black","1"). label: text(first_child(self)) . } present PL0_Calls as { graphic: line("none","arrow","Black","1"). } } Such a call-graph may be very large and the user may wish to limit call-graphs to the procedures nested in a chosen context. Providing a primary diagram frame for ProcDecl would allow limiting of the call-graph displayed. However, if primary diagram frames are defined for Program and ProcDecl, zooming and panning navigations become ambiguous since there are also text frames for these productions. Previously, text-to-text zooming and panning assumed natural defaults but now such navigation needs definition as illustrated in Section 7.3.
Diagram-to-diagram navigation versus diagram-to-text navigation is less clear and may depend on the user's intent. User adjustment of navigation defaults may be appropriate.
Comparative Evaluation
Since the mid-eighties, there have been many environments that have exploited generic implementation of some of the features covered in UQ . The Synthesizer Generator [12, 13, 14] for example, has been used to produce editors with both syntactic and static semantic support for a wide variety of programming languages. The Pan system [18] uses declarative description for several aspects of document analysis and user interface configuration. Program visualisation environments such as Multiview [9] and MViews [5] also use generic implementation techniques. Other environments are discussed in [16] . It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive review of all the generic techniques used in such systems. Instead we here provide a brief comparison of the salient design choices in the UQ EDL with those made in other systems.
There is little novelty in the UQ 's EBNF notation for the description of language syntax, but we believe the uniformity of notation across lexical and syntax levels and the generality of the anywhere, redundant and wild features provide the power and ease of expression needed to handle a range of textual lexical conventions in editing contexts.
Likewise, the Rose and Welsh adaptive formatting conventions for textual layout description, which have been used in UQ and its predecessors for many years, compare favourably in terms of format quality and ease of use with the unparsing schema [13] used in other systems. The flexibility to embed format conventions in either the base syntax or in the view syntax used by specific tools retains much of the flexibility that multiple unparsing schemas if required.
The view concept in UQ has much in common with that described in [4] , both having their origins in the analogous database concept. Its extension to include context-specific frame definitions is a natural way to manage document presentation and interaction by interactive tools.
Much of the power of UQ 's approach comes from its integration of relations with conventional syntactic structure as the basis for generic document modelling. The need to move beyond pure ASTs for representation of documents [3] has been recognised in several systems. Linton's early work [8] showed the infeasibility of a pure relational database approach. Graph grammars have been used in systems such as IPSEN [7] as an alternative approach, in which document ASTs become special cases of the more general graph structures manipulated. In UQ , however, we have deliberately chosen to overlay relations on conventional ASTs, as disjoint interacting structures. We believe this overcomes the shortcomings of pure ASTs in a range of practical contexts, including semantic analysis, traceability, integration of textual and diagrammatic document forms, and abstract visualisation.
For semantic analysis, relations allow both the association of semantic attributes with AST nodes and representation of the additional links or attribute flow paths that are needed to overcome the inefficiency of pure tree propagation of attributes. While UQ provides no generic semantic analysis support as such, we believe that a generic semantic analyser capability could be added to the environment as a separate tool, by exploiting the existing AST and relation mechanisms without significant extension.
User-determined inter-document relations in UQ provide the basic capabilities of traceability tools such as Doors [10] or Requisite Pro [11] . The point-and-click interface for relation creation and navigation provides the tracing primitives required, while derived relations and more general visualisation capabilities can be used to provide more powerful traceability analyses and displays. As a traceability tool, UQ suffers the same problems as other traceability tools in interfacing to documents prepared using 'foreign' tools, but the solutions adopted in existing traceability tools are equally applicable in UQ . Conversely, UQ 's capacity to handle a wide range of document types within a common 0-7695-0981-9/01 $10.00 (c) 2001 IEEEediting framework potentially reduces the need for foreign or incompatible tools in a given development environment.
Jones's use of relations to integrate textual and diagrammatic facilities is a significant feature of the UQ approach. Mapping the hierarchic structure that many diagrammatic documents have, and their diagram node contents, onto ASTs is natural and leads to uniform handling of common aspects of textual and diagrammatic documents for both the environment designer and its users. Frame definitions determine the relevant display and interaction paradigm (text or diagram) for the viewable units of each document, while the embedded frame concept provides for management of necessary interaction differences between textual and diagrammatic regions of the resulting displays.
Modelling diagram edges as relations has no adverse consequences for diagrams, and has a powerful unifying effect between the 'concrete visualisation' that diagrams require and the 'abstract visualisation' that derived relations may be used to generate. That integration, of concrete and abstract visualisations, is a feature of UQ that graph grammar-based approaches do not automatically imply.
LOGGIE, a system with some similarity to UQ 's use of relations is described in [1] . In LOGGIE, ASTs are augmented with 'garlands' linking AST nodes not in a direct hierarchic relationship and that assist attribute propagation or represent edges for diagrammatic presentation.
Conclusions
This document illustrates the use of the UQ environment description language in instantiating a UQ environment for a specific set of document and relation types. The concepts underlying the EDL have evolved in a number of related projects. UQ 's integration of relational and syntactic document structure has been developed in projects funded by the Australian Research Council. The exploitation of relations to achieve integration of textual and diagrammatic documents is the result of Tim Jones's PhD project, as is the frame concept as a means of managing their presentation. Realisation of views and the fully integrated EDL itself is currently being pursued in Phil Cook's PhD project which will also demonstrate the power of UQ 's relations in semantic analysis. Case-study evaluation of UQ 's traceability capabilities is part of Andrew Coyle's MEngSc project. We believe the overall result, and the EDL itself, is a significant increment on the achievements to date of generic environments for handling software-related documents. We do, however still regard the EDL as experimental. Further work may well lead to changes in the EDL itself, and to the UQ concepts it seeks to support.
